Grant Proposal:  Conservation of Critical Wildlife Habitat for Nesting Sandhill Cranes in Klickitat and Yakima Counties, Washington
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North American Crane Working Group
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thoffmann@hoffmanns.com
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Primary Investigator:  Joseph D Engler

Summary:

The loss of marshes, swamps, bogs, and other wetlands is a well-documented environmental, political, and economic problem.  In some areas, loss of agricultural lands to urbanization and conversion to crops that are unsuitable for wildlife is also a problem, resulting in reduced essential habitat resources for cranes, waterfowl, and a wide variety of wildlife that depend on open space.  Estimates of pre-colonial acreage vary but indicate that 33% to 50% of Washington State's historical wetland resource has been lost. 

Cranes make extensive use of wetlands, grasslands and agricultural fields for their feeding and breeding needs. Once crane habitat is identified, the beloved cranes serve as the ambassador, the “poster child”, for the conservation of wetlands and other threatened habitats in public education and advocacy programs.

Conboy Lake National Wildlife Refuge in the Glenwood Valley at the base of Mt. Adams was established in 1964 to preserve the remaining wildlife habitat in the lakebed and surrounding area for waterfowl nesting and Sandhill cranes. The refuge is located in the only nesting area in the state for greater Sandhill cranes and contains one of the state's four populations of Oregon spotted frogs.

The 18 nesting pairs in Klickitat and Yakima counties are the only breeding Sandhill cranes in the state of Washington. Sandhill Cranes are listed as endangered in Washington and there is a need to increase the crane population to achieve de-listing. 

We are requesting $[????] for support of a five year $310,000 program concerning wildlife habitat conservation for the public, landowners and policymakers in Klickitat and Yakima Counties in Washington.

Introduction:

Cranes are a cherished group of birds, revered by societies around the world.  North America’s Sandhill cranes were once hunted to the verge of extinction.  Their numbers have mostly recovered, but the cranes now rely on our diminished wetlands, grasslands and agricultural areas that are under pressures from development.  Cranes have migrated along the Pacific Flyway on the West Coast of the United States and Canada for millions of years. Maintaining adequate habitat for cranes at wintering grounds, migrational staging areas and their breeding grounds not only helps meet the needs of cranes but protects wetlands and agricultural areas for a wide range of economical and ecological purposes.

A wide variety of wetland birds nest in association with Sandhill Cranes and these wetland-nesting areas are important to a wide range of other wildlife.  Wetland and agricultural habitats that support cranes are also important to waterfowl and a great variety of other wildlife.  Conservation of crane habitat helps maintain populations of cranes as well as their wild allies, helping ensure the future of our native wildlife in the Pacific Flyway.

Background:

The Sandhill crane (Grus canadensis) has been listed as an endangered species by the state of Washington since 1981. Sandhill cranes are represented in Washington by a small number of Sandhills that breed in Klickitat and Yakima Counties, the object of this grant proposal, about 23,000 Sandhills that stop in eastern Washington during migration, and 3,000- 4,000 Sandhills that stop on lower Columbia River bottomlands. Up to 1,000 Sandhills have wintered on lower Columbia bottomlands in recent years, but most of the cranes seen in Washington winter in California. 
The Sandhill cranes that breed in Washington are part of the Central Valley Population, so called because they winter in California’s Central Valley. Other members of this population nest in Oregon, California, Nevada, and British Columbia. 
The historical distribution of breeding cranes in Washington was poorly documented, but the few historical accounts mention breeding in south-central, northeastern and southeastern regions, and the southern Puget Sound Basin. Crane numbers had been severely reduced due to widespread habitat destruction concurrent with human settlement, and perhaps more importantly, unregulated hunting which continued until passage of the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act in 1916. 
The species was extirpated as a breeder from the state after 1941 when the last nest was documented at Signal Peak, Yakima County, in south-central Washington. Some 31 years later, they were again found summering in the Glenwood Valley on Conboy Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Klickitat County in 1972, but it was not until 1979 that nesting was confirmed. 
A total of 18 territorial pairs was documented in 2003: 15 at Conboy Lake National Wildlife Refuge; and 1 each on Yakama Indian Nation lands, Yakima County; Panakanic Valley, Klickitat County; and on Washington Department of Natural Resource (WDNR) lands along Deer Creek, Yakima County. The total summer population in Washington in 2003 was 49 birds. Five nests produced chicks to fledging age in 2003. 

Sandhill Cranes are listed as endangered in Washington State, threatened in California and sensitive in Oregon and British Columbia.  This proposal is designed to assist state and federal agencies in achieving de-listing. This proposal is encouraged by state and federal agencies, including the Pacific Flyway Crane Study Group of the Office of Migratory Bird Management of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service.

Few studies are currently being conducted on Sandhill Cranes in the Pacific Flyway.  Joseph D. Engler, Biologist of the USFWS, Ridgefield NWR Complex, has undertaken a study of the nesting Sandhill Cranes in Washington State.  In 2002, the West Coast Crane Working Group cooperated with the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife in the joint funding and preparation of a recovery plan for the Washington State Sandhill Crane population. This proposal implements the recommendations made in the Washington State Recovery Plan for Sandhill Cranes.

Need:

The 18 nesting pairs in Klickitat and Yakima counties are the only breeding Sandhill cranes in the state of Washington. Sandhill Cranes are listed as endangered in Washington and there is a need to increase the crane population to achieve de-listing. 

In order for Sandhill cranes to survive in Washington, their breeding, migration, and wintering habitats need to be protected and enhanced. It is crucial that further losses of Washington's remaining wetlands are prevented in order to assure continued breeding 

Conboy Lake NWR, with the highest concentration of breeding Sandhill cranes, is endangered. There is a possibility the entire refuge will be mothballed to save money. It would simply be locked up and no activity would take place, public or private. 
To cut costs, the refuge manager has been told to vacate the manager’s house on the refuge and it will be bulldozed. The FWS biologist is scheduled to lose his FWS trailer home because there are no funds to pay the utilities. If he is going to continue his work he needs a place to stay over nigh to avoid the two hour commute each way from his office at the Ridgefield Complex. 
This is farm country with large herds of cattle and much haying. The fall elk hunt is a huge part of the culture. This is a very conservative community that does not like dealing with the federal government. 
The NWR does not control all the lake bed. There are at least 5 farms which have private lands which share the lake with the refuge. The lake floods in the spring and the cranes nest in the wetlands. The farmers want to drain their lands as soon as possible to get their cattle on the grass or to hay. There is a now expired MOU with four of the farmers to not start draining the wetland until after the crane colts have hatched. The fifth farmer however removed the dams in the spill ways and is draining the lake while cranes were still on nests. It is like pulling the plug. The Lake quickly is drained and the wetlands disappear. 
There is no interest on the part of the district FWS to correct the situation. Acquisition of the private lands has not been a priority. Farmland is 1 to 2 K per acre but someone recently paid 4K and upset the economy. Land owners now think they should be getting higher prices and even more if they sell to the US govt.
The crane population numbers have been steady for the past several years. 
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There is much higher breeding capacity. There is extensive wetland and the population should be increasing. Recruitment is low.

The refuge biologist’s research is not being supported. He was able to make one aerial count in spring 2005 funded in part by WA State. No further funds were available and the West Coast Crane Working Group funded a second 2005 aerial count.
 
This is the only known population of breeding cranes in WA and the reason cranes are state listed as endangered.

If the refuge is mothballed the landowners will have their way with early draining of the wetlands and nest sites will disappear. We do not know where the cranes will go.

Not a pretty picture. The good news is that this is a beautiful location. There is a local guest house and a small motel. If the cranes can be used to boost tourism it will show a direct economic benefit to the community. Trout Lake, with one nesting pair, is a nearby larger community with a tourism base, since it is the starting point for hiking on Mt Adams. 

RECOVERY STRATEGIES AND TASKS

Monitor the Washington Sandhill crane population.


The two most important parameters for monitoring population trends are numbers of pairs and productivity (recruitment). Surveys of territorial pairs, flocks, and fledged young will be conducted annually at all known breeding locations in the state; pairs are best counted from late March to early May, and fledged young from August through early September. Population recruitment is defined here as the percentage of fledged juveniles in the population, calculated by dividing the number of fledged juveniles by the total number of cranes in the population (i.e. breeding adults plus fledged juveniles). It is often difficult to determine the number of nonbreeding cranes in local populations since they resemble adults. [It should be noted that a 10 to 12% rate is generally considered necessary for stability if recruitment is calculated using only breeding adults; if all cranes in adult plumage are used, the stability rate would be 8 to 10%].

Several techniques have been developed for counting Sandhill cranes in the Pacific states.  Generally, breeding pairs are individually counted between late March and early May by scanning breeding habitat with a spotting scope. If visibility is restricted by vegetation or other obstructions, ground searching is necessary. Sandhill crane pairs are usually highly philopatric, returning annually to the same breeding territory; a known territory should be repeatedly searched until the pair is either located or it is determined that it has been lost, while being careful to minimize disturbance. For less accessible sites, aerial surveys are conducted to search for missing or new pairs. A helicopter survey provides the best data for this purpose, however, helicopter flight time is expensive (currently about $700/hr) and the survey takes about 10 hours (including ferry time) if all territories were surveyed ($7,000). Alternatively, a small fixed-wing aircraft with the capability of slow flight (e.g., Piper Super Cub) is used; these are chartered for about $100/hr. For reconnaissance of potential habitat to search for new pairs, use of a fixed-wing aircraft is recommended. A subsequent helicopter flight in late July improves data on fledging success and would be about half the cost of the pair survey flight.

Cranes in flocks are individually counted in the late afternoon as birds are returning to roosting sites, or in the early morning as birds are leaving sites. Roosts are usually located in the late afternoon by watching cranes as they return from feeding fields to nighttime use areas. Once located, counting birds near roosting locations is done from a distance of >0.4 km (0.25 mi), with the observer being on station 30 minutes before sunrise or 1 hour before sunset; on cloudy afternoons it is best to arrive about 30 minutes earlier. With good visibility, all birds can be individually counted. In some situations crane totals are obtained without counting near roost sites; if all cranes are feeding together in a particular area such as a grain field, birds are individually counted using a spotting scope. 
Determine breeding population trends through annual surveys.
Survey areas of potential Sandhill crane breeding habitat.

Develop public information and education programs.

Cranes often serve as “keystone” species, serving to spark public interest in conservation. 
Conservation of cranes involves conserving both grasslands and wetlands, and a large number and variety of other organisms which frequent these ecosystems are also indirectly protected. By encouraging interest in cranes, support is generated for protection of a wide variety of native wildlife and their habitats.
A “Friends” Group
Promote crane viewing and festivals.
Disseminate information on crane management opportunities for private and public landowners.

Monitor and Protect Sandhill crane habitat.

Factors which limit or have the potential to limit the distribution, abundance, and reproductive success of Sandhill cranes have been investigated elsewhere within the Central Valley Population’s range. Similar factors impact cranes in Washington, and these are individually addressed. Because of their endangered status, Washington’s Sandhill cranes should be protected by securing habitat and applying appropriate management practices to enhance their welfare.

Protect Sandhill crane use-areas through management agreements, conservation easements, and acquisition.
Discourage water projects which would impact crane breeding habitat.
Restore and protect wetlands.
Insist on enforcement of existing wetland protection laws.
Consider Sandhill cranes in wetland planning projects.

Reduce Sandhill crane mortality.
Reduce crane chick mortality from hay harvesting activities, collisions from wire fences, harmful livestock grazing, and protect crane nests and chicks from predators and dogs.

Reduce disturbance factors which may impact breeding Sandhill cranes.
Manage breeding territories.
Implement favorable water management practices.
Manage roosting, feeding and staging sites.

Enforce restrictions designed to protect Sandhill cranes.

A major threat to breeding Sandhill cranes is drainage and subsequent loss of wetland nesting habitat. Therefore, existing state and federal regulations to conserve wetlands should be used to protect wetlands important to cranes.

Maintain information management and retrieval systems.

Ready access to information collected during surveys and studies is critical for making management decisions. A centralized information system (Wildlife Resource Data System) exists at the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, and a cooperate effort between governmental agencies, conservation groups, and private citizens to submit Sandhill crane data to this system is essential. Summaries of data should be periodically prepared and distributed to agencies, groups, and interested persons.
Maintain a repository for crane data.
Produce an annual Sandhill crane status update.

Conduct research that will facilitate and enhance recovery efforts.
Study breeding ecology.
Coordinate and encourage cooperation with agencies, landowners, nongovernmental organizations, and funding sources.
Exchange information between appropriate agencies.
Continue interagency working relationships in Glenwood Valley.
Develop relationships and provide management recommendations to landowners.

Objectives

To promote and assure conservation of habitat for nesting cranes and diverse other birds, amphibians, reptiles and mammals at Conboy Lake NWR and surrounding areas. 

Methods

Continue existing research on the population of cranes in Klickitat and Yakima counties and in particular assure the continuation of the annual population counts. The West Coast Crane Working group has funded the second 2005 aerial population survey. Continue banding crane chicks.

Educational programs directed towards the local communities. The West Coast Crane Working Group sponsored a presentation by the refuge manager, the refuge biologist, and the president of the WCCWG to students of Glenwood Public Schools in May 2005.

Develop the Friends of Conboy Lake NWR from the local communities of Glenwood and Trout Lake and nearby communities of Hood River and White Salmon. Interested individuals are being identified and contacted.

Festivals to encourage tourism and increase public awareness. Festivals may focus on the promotion of cranes, elk, Mt. Adams, Yakima Reservation, local wineries. Festivals offer guided tours to normally closed areas.

Focus attention of public agencies on the importance of Conboy Lake NWR.

Facilitate coordination and cooperation between and among public and private agencies.

Act as a moderator between private land owners and public state and federal agencies.

Anticipated Product

Increase the population of nesting Sandhill cranes in the state of Washington leading to de-listing as an endangered species.

Counterpart Funding

Project expenses listed in this proposal are expected to be partially supported by the Pacific Flyway Council and Study Committee, Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U. S. Geological Survey.
Project Accountability and Evaluation

Results and success for the project are directly measured by decreased threats to cranes and associated wildlife and increased crane populations as measured by counts. The West Coast Crane Working Group has selected this project as a priority project that merits the dedication of resources.
Requestor

The North American Crane Working Group (NACWG) is a 501 (c) (3) not-for-profit Nebraska corporation.  The West Coast Crane Working Group is a regional technical workgroup of the NACWG. The NACWG is a member of the Crane Specialist Group of the Species Survival Commission of The World Conservation Union (IUCN) based in Gland, Switzerland.

IUCN was created in 1948. It is the world's largest conservation-related organization, bringing together 76 states, 111 government agencies, 732 NGOs, 36 affiliates, and some 10,000 scientists and experts from 181 countries in a unique worldwide partnership. For more than half a century IUCN has endeavored to shape a just world that values and conserves nature. Its mission is to influence, encourage and assist societies throughout the world to conserve the integrity and diversity of nature and to ensure that any use of natural resources is equitable and ecologically sustainable. IUCN is the world's largest environmental knowledge network. Within the framework of global conventions IUCN has promoted sustainability and helped over 50 countries to prepare and implement National Conservation Strategies.
The IUCN Species Survival Commission (SSC) is a science-based organization, comprising 7,000 volunteer experts from a variety of fields. SSC offers to the conservation and development communities the knowledge and tools needed for sound decisions regarding ecosystems and the people who depend on them.
The Crane Specialist Group is one of 110 species specialists groups.  Dr. George Archibald of the International Crane Foundation is Chair of the Crane Specialist Group.  The 150 member North American Crane Working is the regional crane specialist group for Mexico, the United States, Canada, Cuba and Mexico.

The West Coast Crane Working Group promotes science-based research on crane conservation and management, fosters better understanding and appreciation of cranes and their habitat among the general public and addresses conservation issues affecting cranes and their wetland habitats.  The Working Group accomplishes these goals through research, education, and advocacy.

Tom Hoffmann is a member of the Board of Directors of The International Crane Foundation, a member of the Board of Directors of the North American Crane Working Group and Chair of the West Coast Crane Working Group.

Gary Ivey is an independent Wildlife Biologist with over 20 years of experience working with wetlands, cranes and other wildlife.  Other graduate students will be involved in various aspects of the project.

The members of the Board of Directors of the North American Crane Working Group are:

Felipe Chavez-Ramirez
Tracy Grazia
Thomas Hoffmann
Gary Krapu
Glen Olsen
Marilyn Spalding
Richard Urbanek

Links:

Conboy Lake NWR	http://www.fws.gov/pacific/ridgefieldrefuges/CLNWRWildlife.htm" http://www.fws.gov/pacific/ridgefieldrefuges/CLNWRWildlife.htm
North American Crane Working Group	nacwg.org/" http://www.nacwg.org/
West Coast Crane Working Group		http://www.wccwg.nacwg.org/" http://www.wccwg.nacwg.org/
Pictures of Glenwood Valley   http://grusmann.smugmug.com/gallery/248344/1/9700911" http://grusmann.smugmug.com/gallery/248344/1/9700911





Proposal Budget:

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
 Total 







Principal Investigator Salary (6 months)
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000
 $ 125,000
Field Assistant Salary (3 months)
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
 $   50,000 
Supplies and equipment (nets, bait, tools, decoys)
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
 $   10,000
Aerial Surveys 
7000
7000
7000
7000
7000
 $   35,000
Agency staff time (in kind)
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
 $   10,000
Travel expenses
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
 $   20,000 
Vehicle expenses
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
 $   10,000
Education Program, Crane Festivals, Web site 
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
 $   50,000 







 Total
 $ 62,000
 $ 62,000
 $ 62,000 
 $ 62,000
$ 62,000
 $ 310,000


